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One of the more promising applications of higher algebraic K-theory is to the 
study of algebraic cycles in algebraic geometry. By verifying a certain conjecture of 
Gersten for regular schemes of finite type over a field, Quillen has established a 
connection between the Chow group and certain sheaf cohomology groups defined in 
terms of K-theory [3]; Grayson has recently extended this result [2]. Their work 
indicates that verification of Gersten’s Conjecture might eventually prove to be the 
key step in developing intersection theory for regular schemes of unequal charac- 
teristic. 
For A a regular local ring, let &'(A) denote the (abelian) category consisting of 
those finitely generated A-modules M such that the support of M is of codimension 
at least p in Spec A. Gersten’s Conjecture is that the inclusion of categories 
JUPt’(A) -+ JGIP(A) induces the zero map of K-groups K,,(JH~“(A)) -+ K,(JUP(A)) 
for all n 2 0, p Z 0. 
In the paper in which he first stated the Conjecture, Gersten took the first step for 
regular local rings of unequal characteristic by proving the Conjecture for discrete 
valuation rings with finite residue class field [ 11. In this paper we take the next step by 
proving the Conjecture for the local rings of Spec R[t], where R is any Dedekind 
domain whose maximal ideals have finite residue class field; in particular, this applies 
when R is the ring of integers of an algebraic number field. 
The main theorem of this paper was first proved in the author’s 1976 doctoral 
dissertation at Rice University. The proof given here is basically the same, although 
the presentation has been greatly simplified by using the techniques developed in [5]. 
1. 
In this section we summarize relevant notation and results from [3] and [5]. If X is 
a Noetherian separated scheme, Quillen [3] has defined a spectral sequence 
E?Yx)=rilfY K-,-,(k(x))+K’,-,W) 
V 
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Here X, denotes the points of X of codimension p, k(x) denotes the residue class 
field at x, and Kk (X) denotes the K-theory of the category of coherent sheaves on 
X; Kk (X)=X,(X) if X is regular. The convention is that K, = 0 if IZ < 0, so the 
spectral sequence is of cohomological type and concentrated in the fourth quadrant. 
The spectral sequence is convergent when X has finite Krull dimension, and is 
contravariant for flat morphisms. If X is Spec R, we shall write E$(R) for E?(X). 
We shall need the following explicit description of the components of the differen- 
tials in the spectral sequence: 
Lemma A ([5, Proposition 1.41. Cf. also Quillen’s proof of Proposition 5.14 in [3].) 
Given y in X,_, and x in X,, let Y denote the closure of y. Then, if we denote by (d& 
the component of dl : E’;-‘,” (X)+ E:‘(X) mapping K,+l(k(y)) to&(/k(x)), we have 
where S,, denotes the connecting homomorphism in the localization sequence for the 
one-dimensional local domain 6’)~.*. (Here n = -p -4.) 
Gersten’s Conjecture is valid for the regular local ring A with field of fractions F if 
and only if, for every n 3 0, the complex 
d, 
K,(F) - LI Ll(k@))-fif-t u K”_2(k(p& * * . 
p prime p prime 
htp=l htp=2 
is exact (cf. [5, Proposition 1.11). It is this version of the Conjecture which we shall 
use. In line with the terminology of 151, we shall call A very clean if the Conjecture is 
valid for A. 
For X a Noetherian separated scheme, let Ylj (i 3 0) denote the sheaf associated to 
the presheaf U HK~ (U). Define the K-cohomology of X by H%(X) = H’(X, xj). 
The principal reason for interest in Gersten’s Conjecture is 
Gersten’s Theorem. If the local rings of X are very clean, then Hz(X) = E:-‘(X). 
One of the basic ideas employed in [5] is a decomposition of EP’(X[t]), where 
X[t] = XOZ[t]. As shown there, if we denote by f the canonical flat morphism 
X[ t] -+ X, then we may write 
ETW[tl)=E?W~ Ll L-r(k(~))u I;tll X,&(Z)) 
YEXrtlpcl P 
f(Yk.5 f(ZkXp-1 
(where we have put n = -p -4). Similarly, E!+“‘(X[t]) decomposes as 
E ;+‘*“(X[t]) = E;+lVq (x) LI LI 
wexrt1,+2 
K,&‘c(w)) LI r.xLIl 1 K-l&(y)). 
f(WkXp+l f(Y)& 
We shall need two basic results concerning the components of 
dl:Eqq(X[t])+E:+l.q (X[t]) with respect to these decompositions: 
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Lemma B [5, Lemma 2.11. dr(E?‘(X))c EY+‘,’ (X). The homomorphism so defined 
by restriction of domain and range is precisely the corresponding differential in the 
spectral sequence for X. 
Lemma C [S, Lemma 2.21. Let y, y’ E X[flp+l besuch thatf(y), f(y’)EX,. Then the 
component ofdl from K,-~(k(y)) to IL-I@(Y’)) is 
0 if Y f Y’, 
the identity if y = y’. 
2. 
We begin by considering an arbitrary Dedekind domain R with field of fractions F. 
Let P be a height 2 prime of the polynomial ring R[t]. Since ht P = dim R[t], it 
follows from the dimension theory of polynomial rings that b;o = P n R is a height 1 
prime of R. Because the spectral sequence is contravariant for flat morphisms, there 
are commutative diagrams 
E:‘.-“(R[t],) B E;.-“(R[t],) A ET.-” (R Lflp) 
I 
E:‘.-“(R[t)) a’ 
I I 
E;.-“(R[t]) A E:.-“(R[t]) 
for all n 2 0. If we identify the primes of R [tip with the primes of R[t] contained in P, 
then it follows from Proposition 1.2 of [5] that the vertical arrows are simply the 
projections onto the summands corresponding to primes contained in P. 
Consequently, by making this identification, we may use the decompositions of the 
preceding section to write the relevant complex for R [tip as 
K,(F)~ ~ LI,, Kt-t@(h)) 
c 
htb=l 
,4nR=(O) 
K,-l(k(hO))rJ P.cJrl K-2(k(P’))~ ~ Qctl ~~-l~w9) 
c 
ht J”=2 ht,+=l 
P’nR =A0 /itnR=(O) 
+cp 
51 
1 
0 (2.1) 
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where a’ and 2 are obtained from 8 and d by restriction of domain and projection on 
the components corresponding to primes contained in P. The key technical result 
that we need is the following: 
Lemma 2.2. With notation as above, let P’ be any height 2 prime of R[t] satisfying 
P’ n R = ho. Then there exists a height 1 prime b(P’) of R[t] such that &.(P’) n R = 0, 
b(P’) c P’, and b;(P’) G P” for any other height 2 prime P” satisfying P”n R = bO. 
Furthermore, the one-dimensional local domain R[t],,/b(P’)R[t]p, is regular; i.e., a 
discrete valuation ring. 
Proof. Since b0 = P’ n R is a height 1 prime of the Dedekind domain R, it is a 
maximal ideal. It follows from commutative algebra that there exists a manic 
polynomial f E R [ t], with f irreducible modulo ho, such that P’ = (ho, f). Now, boRr0 
is the maximal ideal of a discrete valuation ring, so it is generated by some ele- 
ment ro E ho. Then in the regular local ring R[t]p’, P’R[t]p = (ro, f). Thus {ro, f} is 
a regular system of parameters for R[t] pt. It is then a standard result of the theory 
of regular local rings that the principal ideal (f) of R[t]pf is prime, and that R[t]p/(f) 
is regular. 
Let p(P) denote the height 1 prime of R[t] corresponding to the prime (f) of 
R[tlY. Since b(P’)R[t]p = (f), the last assertion of the lemma follows from the 
preceding remark. We have b(P’) c P’ by definition. Furthermore, we claim that 
b(P’)n R = (0). For, if not, then (0) # b(P’) n R c P’ n R = #;o. But since &, is of 
height 1, this implies b(P’) n R = ho. But then r. E fi(P’), so r. E b(P’)R [ tip. = (f), 
which is impossible. 
Suppose P” is any height 2 prime of R [t] contracting to ho. If b(P’) c P”, then, in 
particular, f~ P”. But & c P”, so P’ = (&to, f) c P”. Since P’ is of height 2, this forces 
PI?= P’. q 
With P, P’, and b(P’) as above, we wish to compute the effect of a’ on 
K”-l(kMP’N. Let $+(P,)P denote the connecting homomorphism 
K,-l(k(b(P’))) -+ K,_2(k(P’)) occurring in the localization sequence for 
R [tlp/;fi(P’)R [tip (which is a discrete valuation ring by the last statement of Lemma 
2.2). 
Lemma 2.3. (a) The component of z’ from K,,-l(k(A(P’))) to ILz(k(P’)) is equal to 
-ar(P’)P’. 
(b) If Y # P’ is another height 2 prime contracting to &o, then the component of 2 
from K,_I(k(&(P’))) to K,-l(k(P”)) is zero. 
(c) If P’ #P and if p c P is a height 1 prime satisfying ;/; n R = (0), then the 
component of 3’ from K,_l(k(;ll(P’))) to K,-~(k(;fi)) is zero. 
Proof. (a) By the remarks at the beginning of the section, the component of ;1’ from 
K,_I(k(;ti(P’))) to K,_2(k(P’)) is the same as the corresponding component of a’, the 
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map occurring in the spectral sequence for R[t]. Suppose e EK,-r(k(b(P’))) 
(considered as a summand of ~5~~-“(R[t])). Decomposing E:.-“(R[t]) as in the 
preceding section, and using Lemma C, we may write a’(e) = a +b + e, where 
b E K,_,(k(P’)), and a denotes the sum of the components of 8(e) lying in 
I$-“(R)II Lj K,_*(k(P)). 
FCR[f] 
ht P=2 
htPnR=I 
P#P' 
Now, aa’= 0; in particular, the P’th component of Z?(e) is zero. But, by using 
Lemmas B and C, we see that this implies that b equals the negative of the P’th 
component of a(e) (here considering e as an element of Et’-“(R[t])). But by Lemma 
A, the P’th component of a(e) is equal to a,,p,&e). 
(b) If P” # P’, then by construction, h(P’)rtP”. By the argument in (a), if e E 
K,_l(k(h(P’))), then the P”th component of a’(e) is equal to the negative of the P”th 
component of a(e). But again, this is zero by Lemma A. 
(c) If P’ # P, then by construction b(P’) g P. In particular, h(P’) # 4. The required 
result then follows from Lemma C. q 
We can now prove the main result of this section: 
Theorem 2.4. Let R be a Dedekind domain having the following property : for each 
maximal ideal /z;o, R,, is very clean, as is any discrete valuation ring which is a finite 
extension of R,, and whose maximal ideal is the extension of that of R,,. Then the 
local rings of R[t] are very clean. 
Proof. We follow the notation established above. Suppose first that P is a height 2 
prime of R[t]; put 40 = P n R. In order to prove that R [tip is very clean, it suffices to 
prove exactness of the complex (2.1). 
First note that it follows immediately from Lemma C that 2 is surjective. Next, 
suppose that a E ker 2. Write 
a=b+ C cp+cp+Cdb, 
p'#P 
where bEK,-l(Wd), c~~~Kdk(P')), CPEK-&(PN, dAEK,-l(k(hi)), and all 
but a finite number of terms in the sums are zero. Then by Lemmas B and C, we have 
0 = $a) = cp +$(c d,), so cp = -?(c d,). On the other hand, consider C d, as an 
element of EF-” (R [t]p), and write 
;il(Cd,)=6+ 1 zp,+Cp+Cd,+ 
P'IP 
(That the right-most term is C d+ is again a consequence of Lemma C.) Since ;a’ = 0, 
another application of Lemmas B and C proves that Cp = -?(C d,) = cp. In other 
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words, $(I d,) agrees with aexcept possibly in components lying in K,-l(k(;fio)) and 
Ll K-z(k (P’N. 
htP'=2 
P'nR=O 
P'fP 
On the other hand these terms lie in ker 2 as a consequence of Lemmas B and C, so 
we are reduced to proving that every element on the form b +Cp.+p~pt lies in the 
image of $. 
Let P’ be a height 2 prime satisfying P’ n R = p. and P’ # P, and consider the 
height 1 prime b(P’) given by Lemma 2.2. Recall that A = R[t]p/b(P’)R[tlF is a 
discrete valuation ring; the field of fractions of A is k(b(P’)), and the residue class 
field is k(P’). A reference to the construction of p(P’) shows that A satisfies the 
hypothesis, so A is very clean. Thus the connecting homomorphism al(pf,pf in the 
localization sequence for A is surjective, and we may therefore choose db(P,) E 
K,_l(k(b(P’))) satisfying 8b(p&d4& = -CP. It then follows from the computations 
of Lemma 2.3 that a’(dr(pSJ = bpt + cp, where bp. E Kn_l(k(yio)). Therefore, we shall 
be through if we can prove that b -Z: bpt is in the image of a’. But by Lemma B and 
Lemma A, the component of a’ mapping K,(F) into Kn_l(k(~o)) corresponds to the 
connecting homomorphism in the localization sequence for the discrete valuation 
ring R,,; on the other hand, R,, is very clean by hypothesis, so this connecting 
honomorphism is surjective. This completes the proof that R [tip is very clean. 
Now consider the height 1 primes of R[t]. If b is a height 1 prime satisfying 
fi n R = (0), then the discrete valuation ring R[t], is isomorphic to a discrete 
valuation ring of F(t), and the result follows from [3, Theorem 5.11). On the other 
hand, suppose that ho is a maximal ideal of R ; let ;I;; be the extension of this prime to 
RItl. 
As before, there are commutative diagrams of the form 
E:.-“(R[t],;) a E;.-“(R[t],g) 
E:.-“(R[t]) ” I!+-“(R[t]) 
for all n > 0. It follows again that we can decompose things as in the preceding section 
and use all the lemmas previously established in order to prove surjectivity of the 
connecting homomorphism 
K(F)II ~ fIIIl K-l(W)) 
c 
ht/z=l 
,i(nR=(O) 
K-l(k(&oN LI p Ll,] K-z&U’)). 
h:P=2 
P~TR=,~~ 
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But for this we use Lemmas B, C, 2.2, and 2.3, and the hypothesis of the theorem, 
just as in the argument immediately above. Details will be left to the reader. Cl 
Corollary 2.5. Let R be a Dedekind domain whose maximal ideals have finite residue 
class field. Then Gersten’s Conjecture is valid for the local rings of R[t]; i.e., these local 
rings are very clean. 
Proof. Since Gersten’s Conjecture is valid for any discrete valuation ring with finite 
residue class field [l, Theorem 1.31, the hypothesis of the theorem is satisfied. 0 
We also have an equicharacteristic result: 
Corollary 2.6. Let R be a Dedekind domain containing a field. Then Gersten’s 
Conjecture is valid for the local rings of R [t]. 
Proof. This follows from the theorem and [4], where it was proved that Gersten’s 
Conjecture is valid for any equicharacteristic discrete valuation ring. 0 
Remark. For R of finite type over a field, this is, of course, a special case of Quillen’s 
much more general result [3, Theorem 5.111. 
As an application of these results, we compute the K-cohomology of the affine line 
A; and projective line IP’~, for R either a Dedekind ring containing a field or a 
Dedekind ring whose maximal ideals have finite residue class fields. By combining 
the results of Corollaries 2.5 and 2.6 with Gersten’s Theorem, we see that 
H$(X) = E;-‘(X), for X = Ai or pk. 
Now, by Theorem 2.4 of [5], Eg9(Ak) = E;‘(R). It follows that 
H$(.Ak)=O for i>l, 
H~((Ak)~SKt-l(R) and Hy(Ak)zKj(R)/SKj(R). 
(Here SK,(R)= ker(&(R) + Kj(F))= ima,,, max Kj(k(m))* K,(R)), where F is 
the field of fractions of R.) Similarly, by Theorem 3.1 of [.5], EY(Bk)=E~q(R)O 
E;-l&f’ (R). Consequently, 
H$(Qi)=O fori>2; Ht;‘(IFDk)G SKj-z(R); 
H12’(P~)~SKt-I(R)OKt-1(R)/SKj-I(R) and HO”(Pk) 
g Kt(R)/SKr(R). 
In particular, we have H*.*(lPk) = Pit R, and Pit (5’;) = Hk’ (pk)~ Pit R OZ s 
K,(R); the latter result is, of course, well-known. 
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